
Automatic Collation Labeling Machine HYXLC-600

Product Description

Two-dimensional code automatic collection to realize the integration of

labeling collection, reduce the labor force in the production line and improve

the production efficiency. equipped with hot stamping printer, code jet printer,

heat transfer printer or code jet equipment to complete code printing.

Features & Specification

 DELSA brand camera provides a variety of detection functions, such as labeling
detection, code leakage detection and printing content detection.

 The power device loose roll labels, the maximum roll labels diameter is increased
to 500 mm Φ.

 Screw feeding, star plate feeding labeling, and vertical bottle body three-point
positioning labeling to ensure the high accuracy of labeling.



 Double channels and double rotary plate feeding mechanism reduce the
downtime of label replacement (single and double channels can be used
selectively according to the production capacity).

 The invention patent special code reading device can accurately identify the
two-dimensional code of the bottle body, and the unique elimination mechanism
can precisely eliminate the products such as leakage code and error code.

Technical parameters

Labeling speed 600bottles/min

Labeling precision ±0.5mm

Acquisition speed 300bottles/min

Power supply 220VAC ±10%/60HZ 3.5KW

Working temperature 0~50℃

Air Pressure 0.4~0.6MPa

Dimensions (L x W x H) (L)2100x(W)2300x(H)1850mm

Total weight 500KG

FAQ

Q: Do you provide after-sales service?

A: Yes. Our factory has engineers for installation and after-sales
service. And we also have engineer who can speak English. We will
offer the training on site. We will make the machine runs normal
before going back.

Q: How long is the installation time?

A: It will take around 10 days for the installation, adjustment,

training, running and we will stay there to make sure the machine
works stable before we leave.

Q: If there is an issue on the machine, how long do you response?

A: We will response within 24 hours when we know your problems by
mail or phone, including the shipment of spare parts. If need on site
support, we will leave for your site within 48 hours.



Q: How long is the guarantee period?

A: One year guarantee. Beside the easy-broken spare parts, other
hardware parts would be provided freely within the guarantee period.
Diagram would be provided also for you to change them. After the
guarantee period, we still offer supports.
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